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Captain Dan Roberts 

Dan Roberts was born in Springer, New Mexico. In his youth, he intended to go into the ministry. 
However, Hitler began expanding in Europe, and Japan in the Pacific. Roberts went into the U.S. 
Army Aviation Cadet Program and finished his training as a fighter pilot just three weeks before Pearl 
Harbor.  

He was assigned to the 80th Squadron, 8th Fighter Group of the Fifth Air Force, and was sent to 
Australia during the spring of 1942. The squadron was equipped with P-39 Airacobras and P-400's, 
both of which were obsolete and no match for the Japanese Zero in a dogfight. After being sent to Port 
Moresby, Roberts began to see some action against the Japanese. On the morning of August 26, 1942, 
Roberts was part of a strike force sent to attack an enemy airfield near Buna. The Japanese were 
caught by surprise and Roberts was able to down two enemy aircraft.  

The 80th Squadron was transferred to Milne Bay in early November to assist the 35th and 36th 
Squadrons of the 8th Fighter Group.. After an exhaustive effort, the 80th was sent back to Australia 
for some well deserved rest. At this time, they were equipped with the P-38 Lightning, and Roberts 
was promoted to Captain. The 80th was sent back to Port Moresby in March of 1943. On April 11, 
Roberts was leading a flight of P-38's and sighted twenty Val dive bombers, escorted by Zero fighters. 
What followed was one the most successful fighter missions flown by the 80th Squadron. Eleven 
Zeros and three Vals were destroyed, and Roberts was credited with two kills.  

Roberts was known for his flying skill and leadership abilities, and was requested to join the 475th 
Fighter Group, which was the first all P-38 group in the Fifth Air Force. Roberts was transferred to the 
433rd Squadron and helped to form the nucleus of this new group. On October 4, 1943, Roberts 
became squadron commander of the 433rd. One point he stressed was that they needed to stay 
together and hunt the enemy "like a pack of wolves." Concentrating firepower in combination with 
providing mutual protection was the key to success.  

The 475th Fighter Group took off over Rabaul on October 23, and was escorting a formation of B-24 
Liberators. Roberts saw a group of thirty-five enemy fighters and ordered the attack. The 433rd 
promptly shot down twelve enemy fighters (three by Roberts) and the B-24's were not disturbed. The 
Americans began an intensive air campaign, and the Japanese were reinforcing their airfields at 
Wewak, Madang, and Alexishafen. A strike was ordered on November 9, 1943, and Roberts was 
ordered to provide escort for a formation of B-25's. The formation was met by twenty enemy fighters, 
and Roberts got behind a Hamp and sent it into the ocean. That kill was Roberts' fifteenth and last 
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confirmed kill. Roberts spotted a lone Zero and raced after it. Lieutenants Dale Meyers and William 
Grady also spotted it and formed on Roberts' wing. The Zero suddenly banked, and Roberts racked 
the Lightning over to stay with it, but Meyers was a split second too slow in compensating for Roberts' 
sudden move. The two P-38s collided with a tremendous explosion, and both pilots were killed.  

A great leader and pilot was lost that day. Roberts had the skill to become one of the highest scoring 
aces of the war (Bong had nineteen and McGuire had thirteen at this stage). Roberts' leadership could 
be judged by the Squadron's excellent performance. The 433rd was credited with fifty-five victories 
against the loss of only three P-38's during his short time as squadron leader. The 433rd not only lost 
a great leader and pilot, but a inspiration as well. Roberts did not drink, smoke, or use profanity, and 
always was thinking how he could improve his squadron's skill, so they would be able to survive the 
war. Roberts was posthumously promoted to major and was awarded the Silver Star and 
Distinguished Flying Cross.  Source:  Dan Roberts article from defunct P-38 Geocities website 

 

From Zippo Fahey:  Cool film from Critical Past.  P-38's and Headhunters! 
 
http://www.criticalpast.com/video/65675030621_P-38-planes-of-80th-fighter-squadron_plane-
miniature_pilot-in-plane_map 
 
Crews of U.S. Air Force 80th Fighter Squadron "Headhunters", and their P-38 airplanes in Pacific 
theater during World War 2. A ground crewman playing with a model of a P-38 plane. Sign reading 
"Captain Jay T. Robbins, Commanding Officer" is updated by Robbins to say "Major..." Aircrews 
gather to study a map and discuss a mission. Large "W" on nose of one plane. Plane with 15 Japanese 
kill flags on it, labeled "Captain C. Homer," (who later succeeded Major Robbins as the Commanding 
Officer). US pilots stand in front of their planes. Name "Adams" visible on one of them. Pilot inside 
the plane, gets ready for take off. (Among pilots seen are three 80th Squadron aces: Robbins, Homer, 
and Ken Ladd.)  
 

Amazing!  I never knew these films existed.  The last pilot in the clip is Lou "Screwy Looie" 

Schriber.  Check 6, JayBird 
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Meant to put this in the last newsletter.  Ain’t they a cute couple? 
 
 

 

 

OPERATION PAUL BUNYAN - 35th Anniversary 

The Day the Juvats Went to War ! 21 August 1976 

by Lt Col Tony Callanan, USAF (Ret) 
NOTE:  This was originally written in August 2011. 

 

 Orbiting just south of the DMZ, solo; in the clear comes “Chomp 01, be advised you are the only 
Allied aircraft airborne at this time!” 
 
Ahhhh, but I get ahead of myself....... 
 
 In the mid-70s, US units in Korea were always at a DEFCON level +1 above other US forces in the 
world.  Believe we were at DEFCON 4 throughout 1976.  The prevailing mindset was  “It’s not if North 
Korea will attack, but when.”  That year the last US forces left South East Asia, from Thailand, to close 
out our coming in second place in the great Southeast Asian War Games.  There was a lot of “saber-
rattling” going on between the two Koreas.  The North was making a big stink about how the US had 
plans to deploy 400,000 troops to Korea and that we were threatening to cross the DMZ.  After 
reviewing back issues of Stars & Stripes, I recall that the North Koreans were really upset about the 
first Team Spirit joint exercise held in June that year.  So, a brief background, as I can recall, of life at 
the Kun in ‘76 when we went to war. 
 
 Had a great intro to the Kun; the day I arrived in January, the 35th had a mid-air and lost an F-4; 
both guys OK. 

HISTORY: COLD WAR HEADHUNTERS 
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 At the Kun, it was us, the Pantons and ROKAF F-86s plus US Army Nike units in the area.  The 
Juvats were primary for the Pave Spike* Laser Guided Bomb (LGB)** mission  and the 35th was 
primary for the Maverick AGM-65*** mission, at that time, day VFR only.  We each had a few crews 
qualified in the other’s mission. 
 
   We rarely deployed.  Cope Thunder was getting started at Clark and the 80th was not scheduled to 
go until November.  There was an occasional cross-country and a trip or two to Clark for live AIM 7 & 
9 firings.  The Aggressors started up at Clark in 1975 and they came to us. 
 
 We usually had at least one exercise per month; Cope Jade for CAS, Cope Diamond for long range air 
refueling (AAR) and inert Mk-82s to Tori Shima range, etc.  plus, Sortie Surge local exercises that 
started early in 1976.  The first was in April and second in July.  Trying to get max sorties all day & 
night over a 3-day period AND trying to log real primary and secondary training events, aircrew 
upgrades, annual checks, etc.  Tough to convince yourself training wasn’t being diluted.   
 
 In March or April, the annual Songfest was held at the Kun.  The 19th TASS from Osan won the choir 
contest with their rousing rendition of “I F.......’d A Dead Whore By The Roadside”.  (See Juvat 
Song/Choir Book, 1998, page 53) 
 
Over Easter, Fearless Fred Frostic donned a bright pink Bunny Suit to celebrate (yes, there are 
photos!).  In May, covert plans were being developed for a parade and squadron float to honor 
Mothers Day.  We would vote for the “Kun Motha” and have a party.  Well, even back then political 
correctness was bubbling and the whole thing was squelched – except, of course, the party. 
 
   That “summer”, Bruce Lotzbire, Sqd OpsO, got tossed into the pond next to the O’Club after his 
end-of-tour flight.  About 15 minutes later inside at the bar he starts scratching - his arm, then both 
arms, then a leg, then chest, neck and all over.  He opens his flight suit and is covered with rashes.  
Goes to the hospital.  Doc’s say “there’s at least 9 “things” in that pond that we’ve never seen before!”  
End of throwing guys in the pond. 
 
 On 16 Aug, after an ACM mission, I went over the 2100 hour mark in the F-4.  The next day, Tuesday, 
was a double-banger; Low level to Kooni Range followed by the first Maverick upgrade mission, 
EO#1, but without the Maverick trainer - duhhhh - i.e., an air intercept mission.  No sortie in the log 
book for Wednesday the 18th.  I think we got recalled on the way to the A/C.   
 
Memory a little fuzzy here as to whether the Wing was flying that 18 Aug - at least in the PM.  We were 
slow to get news.  All we had was the Stars & Stripes, a little AFR-TV and bits & pieces from the 
Command Post.  The “Word” passed down was that 2 GIs were axed to death at Panmunjon in the 
DMZ.  (See Fig 1A & B)  Turned out they were 2 Army Officers escorting some Korean civilians to trim 
a large tree that was blocking the view from an Allied Observation Post across the Joint Security Area 
(JSA).  All US bases in the ROK went on heightened security.  Gates closed.  Lots of guys could not 
leave their Base/post to go “home” to their Yobos.  At one base, a crowd of yelling Yobos tried to storm 
the gate.   
 
Log book shows we went on alert the 19th.  That day Kadena deployed an F-4 squadron to the Kun 
and, I think, one to Osan.  However, we started A/C load-outs later in the afternoon of the 18th; Pave 
Spike LGBs for the 80th and Mavericks for the 35th.  DEFCON went up, I thought to 2; but Stars & 
Stripes reprints only say we went to DEFCON 3. 
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 We divided the squadron into two 12-hour teams than  had a general status brief and sent one team 
to quarters.  At the Duty Pigs counter, the phones started ringing off the hooks- usually calls for 
“runners” due to classified info. 
 
But first let’s return to the real world alert activities.  Dick Denny, Sqd Supply guy, heads over to get 
.38 caliber pistols for the entire sqd - about 44.  He runs into Senior Chief Master Gunny Sergeant 
xxxx (you know the guy - more stripes than space on the sleeve, cigar, crusty, etc)  “Capt, Ya want 
what?  HA!  Not from me.  You can have up to 12 - that’s it - I don’t give a shit about no stinkin 
DEFCON.  More than 12 and I gotta see a letter from the DO!” 
 
That night, out on the flight line, one of the Juvats is aborting an A/C during pre-flight - no primary 
ADI.  The Wing King comes over and asks “Did you know the ADI has a back-up (the AN/AJB-7; aka 
“the Abba-Jabba 7”)  “Yes Sir!”  “Well, use it”, said the Powers That Be. 
 
314th Air Division, up at Osan, fragged the 35th for 6 Mavericks each.  Later, 8th Wing Weapons guy 
says “wait a minute - we are also fragged for AAR and the Dash-1 says that due to CG sensitivity, you 
can only carry 4 Mavericks when air refueling!”  Back down from 314th - “the frag says 6, so load 6!”  
Flightline guys “OK load 6.  Do you see 6 Mavs on tail #123?”  “Yes”.  “OK, call it in as Mission Ready -
- Did Ya make the call?”  “Yes.”  Flightline, “OK, now download 2 and move on to the next A/C”  
(Post Ops Paul Bunyan [PB]:  HHQ directed that all 314thAD Duty Officers be qualified in in-country 
fighters.) 
 
First night everyone got pretty hungry in the wee morning hours.  Seems nobody told all the base 
support units about a 24-hour operation.  No place open to get food.  Bitched to the DO.  Next night 
the club had Yo-burgers delivered but hardly anyone ate - most brought their own food from their 
hootches.  Felt like a jerk. 
 
Don’t recall if it was the first night on alert but someone raised the “dumbshit” question:  “Hey, if the 
Maverick is day-only - what the hell are we doing sitting night alert?”  (Again, Post Ops PB:  HHQ 
directed that all 314thAD Duty Officers be qualified in in-country fighters.) 
 
Not sure when we started mission planning.   Over at Intel, aircrews are talking about target photos - 
particularly of the JSA area.  If we go after the Tree, there were a lot of friendly and politically 
sensitive buildings in the JSA compound.  But, no photos in Intel of the JSA area; Nadda, Zip, Zero.  
So, the smart guys at Intel put a request out to all 8th Wing personnel “Who has taken the DMZ tour?  
Did you take any photos?  Any photos of  the JSA, any photos of “the tree”?  Don’t know if they ever 
got any. 
 
Some primary targets for the 80th were: 
 - “The Tree” itself, inside the JSA compound, with a MK-84 LGB. 
 - The barracks complex of the NK troops suspected of being the culprits that axed our GIs, with 
dumb bombs and napalm.  (Year 2011 “Daddy, what’s a napalm ??  Sad!) 
 - “The bridge at Kaesong with LGBs.  My first real intro to precision smart bombs other than 
local weapons school.  This was a Gee Whiz!  The Bomb Encyclopedia showed that to take out this 
bridge would require 77 A-7s with wall-to-wall dumb bombs (probably MK-82s) or 2 F-4s each with 2 
MK-84 LGBs. 
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On Thursday, 19 Aug, the 366 TFW at Mt Home deployed a squadron of F-111’s to Taegu, then a 
combat support base. 
 
On Friday, 20 Aug, we finally flew some local sorties.  I had a low-level nav with Armed Recce.  Any 
Allied reaction to the death of our GI’s was on hold while the aircraft carrier USS Midway in Japan 
could get out of port and over towards Korea to get “in range”.  Took it almost two days.  (Could this 
have been an early pitch for “Global Reach” ?)  B-52s from Guam flew up for local sorties to just short 
of the DMZ out over the Yellow Sea with us providing CAP.  
 
 For mission planning, I drew the barracks complex that supposedly housed the DANKs that killed the 
GI’s.  No maps with details.  Best was the 1:250,000 where an Intel guy drew a circle and said 
“somewhere around this area”.  Put that in your INS.  Then came the route briefing – “Head up to the 
JSA, cross over the DMZ to the bridge at Kaesong, turn left, follow the road parallel to the river and 
when you see a large cluster of buildings - that’s the barracks.”  Oooh - kay.  Plan was to stay low, pop 
a little and pickle, then get back down over the river with a rooster tail behind us and beat feet to the 
Yellow Sea and turn south when feet wet. 
 
(Post Ops PB - turns out the real barracks were northeast of the bridge at Kaesong - a right turn!  
Hmmmm, who would have stood up for that screw up?) 
 
Saturday, 21 August 1976.  Execute Operation Paul Bunyan.  The Plan: 
 
At 0700, US 2nd Infantry Division Army engineers armed only with chainsaws would go into the JSA 
and chop down the 70-foot tree.  Backed up by about 100 ROK Special Ops troops with axe handles, 
US 2nd BN/9ID troops, field artillery, & AH-1 gunships in near-by orbit.  If there was any resistance, 
B-52s in local orbit and all US & ROKAF offensive aircraft would be cleared into NK to execute pre-
planned retaliation missions. 
 
O-dark early Saturday morning, we are firming up the squadron schedule with a lot of help from the 
CP.  Changes, changes and more changes.  Finally, Sqd CC takes first flight & Scheduling Puke (me) 
the last flight.  “What? Last?”  “As CC, I take first flight (with LGBs).  You hang back, then follow-up.”   
Ops Officer was somewhere in between.  The Spike and Maverick flights would be launched to provide 
immediate support in case things get bad when the Army goes after the tree.  A couple of 2-ships 
would be held back as follow-up.  Repros of the S&S pictures of the tree during the murders are 
passed out by Intel as the JSA target photos. 
 
So, the Wing takes off around 0600 and me and wingman are sitting alert with napalm.  
No power cart, so we can’t listen to what’s going on.  Later, up drives the SOF & signals crank’ em up.  
I turn to signal #2 and SOF signals NO - just you - single ship!  WTFO?  Single ship to North Korea?  
YGBSM!  “Chomp 01 Scramble”.  So, taxi out while copying the frag “BRKS S/E SPK BRDG 25+ 
BLDGS” (barracks southeast of the spike bridge; 25-plus buildings; see Fig 2.  Note the JSA area was 
CNX as a target) and take off to the north with 7 cans of nape.  “Contact Coxwain GCI; hold 30 miles 
east of Seoul; then contact Letterman GCI”.  Radios then are quiet - thankfully, so is Guard.  Arrived 
just south of the DMZ, looking north, no air targets on the radar.  Then comes The Call: 
 
“Chomp 01, be advised you are the only Allied aircraft airborne at this time!” 
(J*s*s Chr*st!  You dumb-shit GCI pukes - like tell the world, tell the NKAF. To GIB – “Get on 3-bar 
scan,  50 miles”.  To self – “Adjust orbit to figure-8, parallel to DMZ, start jinking!”) 
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What in the hell are they thinking?  We still have no idea if the tree cut down was uneventful or if 
everybody is smokin’ north down in the weeds.  Finally, asked GCI what’s happening.  “Oh, everybody 
has RTB’d.  What are your intentions?”  (How ‘bout a nape demo on your f.......... radar dome?!)  So, 
we RTB dumping fuel wondering when was the last time I ever landed with 7 cans of nape. 
 
Meanwhile back at the Kun, the Chaplain is riding his bike past a building where my wife is outside 
watching the Wing, minus one, in the landing pattern and yells “Tony is still airborne but everything 
is OK”.  (Enter a female “WTFO” - here.)  Gin, (as in Tony’s wife- Ed) aka “Maryann Burns” by Doc 
Pettit, came over in the Spring and got a job teaching High School Equivalency classes to GI’s.  We 
shared an apartment in Kun City with another AF couple.  After we went on alert, she refused to move 
on Base because it “wouldn’t look right”.  She was able to get through the closed gates with her ID.  
This Saturday was to be the first class graduation.  So, to have real caps & gowns she went to the local 
Korean College and got enough for her students.  That morning when she got on base, she had no idea 
this was the day of the big “Go”.  Of course, no students ever showed - they were all on alert.     
 
We logged JCS 0.1 for mission symbol (that’s war!).  But, at some point after turning in the 781, all 
was changed to the standard T-3 for training.  In the end - pretty much a non-event. 
 
Footnotes:  
* Pave Spike.  This was a long pod mounted in the left forward AIM-7 missile well.  Pretty slick.  Had 
a TV with a laser targeting system controlled by the GIB that gimbaled fore & aft and right & left.  The 
TV was linked to the inertial weapons system.  The GIB could enter target coordinates in the INS and 
when unlocked, the TV would swivel and look at the target.  (Don’t ever watch the scope when the TV 
comes on and starts swiveling - talk about a vertigo inducer!)  The GIB then activated the laser tracker 
and had to keep the cross-hairs on the target until impact.   
** LGB.  First saw a real LGB in local weapons school shortly after arrival in Jan 76.  Wasn’t until the 
first night that went out to pre-flight an LGB bird that I saw another real LGB.  Everything looked OK.  
Didn’t know or recall that there were 2 types of fins for the LGB “high speed” and “low speed”.   
(Post Ops PB; - whatever, we had the wrong fins mounted!) 
*** AGM-65.  We had the AGM-65B, “Scene Mag” (Scene Magnification) models.  TV-guided with 
self-homing for day, clear weather delivery.  Our F-4D configuration was 3 on each inboard.  Could be 
launched from either seat. 
 
Here’s a list of the Squadron pilots and WSO’s who got to play in the Tree War 
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Hmmm.  Grish Grishkowsky.  Rode my motorcycle right  into his living room one night running 
from the Security Police. Had Rapcon Jannie on the back.   It was good to have a Juvat as the DO! 
 
Steve Teske, Bosco, KC, Dick Hoey, Rich Romato (the Other Squadron)  and several more of 
the “All Dick Balls And No Forehead” crew were there, too, as I (dimly) remember…  Tex 
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There are currently 4 American fighter squadrons at Kunsan; the 55th, 401st, 34+1th, and the mighty 
Juvats of the 80th.  Of these four squadrons only one has true history and a warrior’s camaraderie.  
The Juvats are different, and it’s pretty easy to see.  We sing songs, are never seen out of our Gold and 
Black colors, and turn drinking into a contact sport. 
  
We just had another meet AJ [“Any Juvat” ie, the newest New Guy], so we continue to get new blood 
and the tradition carries on!  JBC [Juvat Boys Choir] is about to hold another tryout to join their 
exclusive community.  And in just a week, there will be about 8.0 newly named Juvats.  In the last 
month we’ve had a few sweeps with some of them planned and some impromptu!  We’ve excited girls, 
upset  [Ground] Pounders, turned quiet clubs into dance parties, and crashed Commander’s homes 
on Christmas!  Our party suits are ripped, Rocky’s is often trashed, but there is always bacon and eggs 
at 4 AM!!! 
 
We are Juvats, living the Juvat dream of flying, fighting, drinking, and singing!  Every month one of 
us goes on to be a Juvat somewhere else, while another is blessed by God to become a Juvat!  All the 
while we are reminded that truly, “this is what we do.”  We live the fighter pilot dream!  And every 
man and woman lucky enough to be a Juvat knows this is our time!  We know from your first song to 
your last song, from a Korean waterfall to the jungles of New Guinea  “you will always be a Juvat, no 
matter where you go.”    Crush ‘Em!!! ,  Cage    [LT Stephen Cecil   Stephen.cecil@kunsan.af.mil] 
 

 
Juvat Christmas Party, 2011 

HISTORY: JUVAT HEADHUNTERS 
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Sledge’s  fini flight, great time…. and it was very cold 

 

 
Enroute  from Red Flag Alaska to Kunsan.  Led by Juvat Lead #105 (Lt Col Rock Thies)  
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None that I’ve been made aware of.  Good news! 
 
 
 
Peter Robles commented on his Wall post. 
Peter wrote: "Thank you very much Jaybird! My superb Juvat spouse bought me my lifetime membership in the 
Headhunters Association for my birthday! What a woman! Now y'all are stuck with me forever!"  From Pete’s wife:  Tex  
Got the envelope yesterday.  Fortunately Peter did not get the mail so his LTM will still be surprised on his 4 Jan birthday.  
Here's to more folks making the May 2013 reunionin Chino. THX  Sarah  
 

From Glen Owen glen.owen@hotmail.com:    Left the Kun in Mar 75...went to 32 TFS @ Soesterberg then ANG at Terre 
Haute flew F-4C with Racer's, then 13 years at Ks ANG flying with the 27 TFS Jayhawks 2047.1 hrs later I retired...in 94 
then had to get a real job!!! Have been at WPAFB as Intel Analyst since 1997 currently support F-22 & F-35 modernization 
with Intel requirements...Help me understand the WIG...I know this is going to cost me a drink somewhere down the 
road, but it just shows my age I guess...Magic 
 
“W.I.G.” as we all know, Magic stands for “What Is Good?” from Conan The Barbarian.  The reply is, of course, “To 
crush your enemies.  To see them driven before you. To hear the lamentation of their women.  JUVAT!” 

 

Lt. Col. Erik “Digger” Drake, 46th Expeditionary Reconnaissance Squadron commander, stands with assigned airmen 
in front of a MQ-1B Predator unmanned aerial system at an undisclosed location in Southwest Asia Dec. 15, 2011.The MQ-
1B was the last unmanned aircraft to leave Iraqi airspace. They are piloted from outside the theater, but are launched and 
recovered by airmen of the 46th ERS. Photo by Master Sgt. Paul Mann 

 

(rosowski@tampabay.rr.com) Ron Osowski Message: St. Pete, FL working as an engineer at Honeywell Space Systems 
since leaving active duty in 1981. 

(ronmilligan@cox.net) Ron "Maynard" Milligan Message: Living in Lake Forest, CA.  Still slugging it out in the AF 
Reserve out at Langley.  Still flying 767s for Delta. 

(jrpamf16@msn.com)  Steve "JR" Langford Message: Juvat Lead '05-'06.  Just returned from Afghanistan as the 9 
AETF-A Vice/CC, and am now the A3 at 13th Air Force at Hickam AFB.  Crush ‘Em! 

HEADHUNTERS DOWN 

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
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Edwardretusaf@aol.com) Edward Kline Message: 3 Tours to Kunsan 72-73 3rd FMS AR&R.  82-83 Yellow 1 Expeditor. 
86-87 8th EMS Maintenance Branch Chief.  Retired 92.  Railroad Machinist CSX. 

GESTRING@COMCAST.NET KEITH E GESTRING Message: living in Pleasant Hill, CA.  I was Sgt Major of the 8th 
Fighter Gp, at Itazuke and the bases moved tro until Jan l952. My term with the 8 fighter Gp was from Aug 1948-Jan l952 

Tex:  As you know, everybody else has written their book and now mine has also been published.  No Lilies or Violets is 
a "warts and all" description of what it was like to be an average line jock in Uncle Sugar's fighter squadrons during the 
turbulent Vietnam era - wartime flying, "peacetime" flying, ordinary squadron routine and life off-duty on three 
continents.  A recent trip to Russia allowed me to include photos of an SA-2 on its launch rail and 37mm and 85mm AAA.  
It is available now from the publisher, www.ampubbooks.com, and very soon from Amazon at the laughably tiny price of 
$17.95.  I did not permit my wife to see any of it while I was writing it.  She's reading it now, and, as divorce papers haven't 
yet been filed, I guess it's OK for civilians. 

I am involved with the Oregon State University AFROTC (I am very glad I don't have to compete with these truly awesome 
young men and women!) and I send regular CARE packages to soldiers in Afghanistan.  I think every Headhunter should 
find a way to contribute in the true Juvat spirit.  It ain't just drinking beer and telling lies! (Although I would NEVER 
suggest stopping doing that!)  Check six,  Jonathan “Jon”  Hayes chateaustegosaurus@att.net 

rider_16@hotmail.com Steve "Rider" Howell Message: Retired in Feb, 2001 after 20 years, 15 days. Have been with 
UPS ever since as a 757/767 FO synchronizing the world of commerce.  Now live in Ashtabula Ohio shoveling snow in the 
winter and riding my Road King in the summer.  What is good?  It's all good! 

My name is Donna Mellick, and I am the daughter of Col. Charles J. Chenault, USAF Ret'd.  My dad flew F-80s in 
Korea while part of the 80th, and has been getting the Headhunter's newsletter for quite awhile.  I think his last actual 
communications with anyone in the group was with someone he called 'Dad' Ward located in/near Atlanta, Georgia 
before he ('Dad' Ward) passed away about 2-3 years ago.  I have traded Christmas cards and messages a couple times with 
his wife Betty since then.   
  
My dad's mailing address is 2420 Wulff Lane, Sacramento, CA 95821.  
  
My dad just turned 93, has dementia, and his legs have given away to the point where he is pretty much confined to 
a wheelchair to get anywhere now.  But we read these newsletters to him when they arrive in the mail...something 
occasionally juggles his memory enough to generate a response somehow related... Please use my email olgussie@aol.com 
(Gus is the nickname of my husband).  If you need a contact telephone number for Charles, use my cellphone at (916) 747-
8489Thanks for your time...Regards, Donna Mellick 
 
SAC55CMDR@COX.NET   Dan Peterson  Message: USAF Ret, 1991. Last active job, Pilot USACE SA-227, BE-35V and 
BE-58P Owner/operator. JUVAT WSO F4D Kunsan 75-76. 
 
Tex. Even if (the next reunion is) two years away, that is good news for this ex- So-California person. 
I'll be looking forward to that one. I just looked at my old Form 5 today  and noted with nostalgia that it was on Christmas 
day, 1950 I flew my first combat mission with the 80th. Some small town rail cut, 2 hours thirty minutes of "C time.  Now 
THOSE were the days my friend, those were the days.Check Six and 73, Archie Caldwell LTM f89pilot@gmail.com  
 
esamlo@mac.com)  Kirk "FLASH" Davidson Message: JUVAT WSO May 78-79 retired '96 from IDANG F4G. Worked 
for NWA and America West, currently working as Safety Officer 56FW Range Management Office, Luke AFB. 
 

On June 16th Ron Fagen is hosting an air show at his airport in Granite Falls, MN.   You can go to web site 
www.warhawksinc.com to see more about the program. This is in honor of Ron Fagens father, Ray. It’s open to public and 
everyone is welcome if you wanted to extend invitations to members of the 80th. Kelly, Blake and Lauren and I are 
planning to attend, looks like a nice program, pray for sunny skies!  Mark Ruff      mruff@catalyticcombustion.com 
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1.  ROAD TRIP:   The Juvat Headhunters have invited us all to visit Kunsan during their annual 
“Hollandia Days” air-to-air tournament where the 80th kicks the crap out of the Marines, Navy and 
The Other Squadron in aerial combat. Invitation is open to all Headhunters. 
   
The last time we took a contingent in 2004, we had a helluva  good time- much good interaction with 
the Juvats, had several whiskys, an outstanding "sweep" of the "Ville",  great parties and we even 
burned  a piano.  DATE:  21-25 May 2012 
 
The Kunsan Project Officer is Capt Taylor "Nightmare" Blevins  taylor.blevins@kunsan.af.mi.     
You will (most probably) stay on base in the BOQ for a minimal nightly rate. Neither I or Jaybird can 
make this trip, unfortunately, due to other commitments.  The Stateside co-coordinator is Chris 
“Zippo” Fahey. zippo16@sbcglobal.net  (951) 283-5760.   Contact Zippo directly if you want to go.  
There are already 5 guys who’ve expressed an interest and 3 are confirmed attendees. 
 
If you have the time, this will be an excellent way to meet the guys who replaced you in the front lines 
and are keeping the tradition alive. Highly recommended!  
 
2.  2011 Christmas/New Year’s email message follows:  Rita and I want to take this opportunity to 
wish you all a prosperous and Happy New Year and wish you many more to come (so to speak). 
 
This has been a good year for the Association, and while the annual members have dropped off a bit, 
we have added 20+ Life Time Members to the Master Roster.  Good on you guys and gals. 
 
We are in the process of building a new website and have employed a professional website builder to 
help update and improve on  the tremendous work already done by Jeff Collins and Jaybird 
Riedel.  We cannot thank those two folks enough.  The new website will have: a Public and Members 
Only side; The Store and it's ordering procedures will be simplified and we'll be using PayPal (yes, I 
know they are a left of center organization) to make ordering simpler;  There will be a chat room for 
Headhunters to exchange views and information;  The Master Roster will be displayed to members 
only for OPSEC reasons;  The current newsletter as well as archived newsletters will be available as 
well  (Right now, there are only 193 folks who still want their Newsletters snail mailed so the money 
savings each year will be substantial);  We are still working out a password system to protect the 
Members Only side and info will soon be forthcoming; YOU’LL BE ABLE TO CHANGE YOUR 
CONTACT INFO ONLINE AND I’LL GET COPIED. MAKE SURE YOU'VE UPDATED YOUR 
MAILING AND EMAIL ADDRESS AS SOON AS WE’RE UP AND RUNNING; and finally, you'll be 
able to directly email me, Jaybird, Nogas, The Store, the Historian (Bob 'Driver Mac" McNeese) 
and the Korean War Historian (Gerry Asher) simply by clicking a link.   
 
The San Antonio reunion went well.  While we only had 50 or so folks there, we partied like there 
were a hundred and fifty.  Still, I'm a little disappointed that while we have 102 Members from Texas 
and 14 from San Antonio, so few were able to attend if only for an afternoon. It was, however, a thrill 
to see the 6 active duty types interacting with our WWII, BTW and Korean War folks. (Succa and 
Klepto, you two are maniacs...and MGEN Mike you ain't a slouch either!). For the small number of 
attendees we had it all- from a couple of First Lt's to 3 General Officers; from WWII heroes to Any 
Juvat; and from wives and sweethearts to Headhunter widows (hopefully the 3 groups never met!).  

FROM THE ORDERLY ROOM 
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3.  The next reunion will be in May (not Mother's Day) 2013 and will be held at the Planes of 
Fame in Chino, California.  We will be the guests of honor at our own airshow, with accommodations 
only minutes away from the airfield.  We are working on having a free drawing for a ride in a P-51 for 
one of the lucky  attendees and are working to reduce the  cost of the reunions.  Don’t miss this one! 
 
4.  The strength of any organization is shown by the support its members give to its functions, and the 
Headhunters are no exception.  Simply put, if your only support of the Headhunters is writing an 
occasional check or sending a cash donation, your Association will wither  and die.  Really. 
 
5.  With that being said, the new Juvat Lead, Lt Col "Rock" Thies is a huuge supporter of the 
Association.  He's appointed a "volunteer" Lt "Cage" Cecil   Stephen.cecil@kunsan.af.mil   to be the 
Liaison Officer between the Association and the active-duty Squadron at The Kun.  We give the active-
duty guys a free membership while they're stationed at Kunsan and Rock and Cage are going to hold 
regular membership drives to get that word out.  We need more active- duty Juvat Headhunters and 
welcome each and every one.  UPDATE:  Just got an email from Cage.  On the first drive, he signed up 
2 Annual members and 6 LTM's.  Outstanding!  Cage, sign up the enlisted folks, too.  We welcome 
them for they’re the ones that kept us (and keep us) up and running, fed, clothed and repaired. 
 
6.  Sorry for the "your dues are due" fiasco, where dues notices were mistakenly sent out to everyone, 
not just the delinquent Annual Members.  What a mess.  Again, if you're a LTM you owe nothing.  No 
dues for youse. 
 
7.  We’re back in Texas.  If you send me something by snail mail, make sure you use the address at the 
top of this newsletter and not the St Marys, PA address.  We’ll be back in PA around May 1st. 
 
PLEASE, PLEASE, OH PLEASE! KEEP ME UPATED ON YOUR ADDRESS- SNAIL MAIL 
AND EMAIL 

What is good? 
Tex n Rita2 
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80th Fighter Squadron 

THE HEADHUNTERS 

1030 E Hwy 377 

Suite 110  PMB 174 

Granbury, Texas 76048 

 
 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

“TWIN TAILED LIGHTNING WAS OUR WARPLANE, 

AS WE ROAM’D  PACIFIC SKIES… 

SEARCHING OUT, THE SONS OF NIPPON, 

SENDING THEM TO THEIR DEMISE.” 
 

 

 

 
 

 


